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Hello one and all

This is your Newsletter, this is your Group, we are here to improve
the standard of driving and make our roads safer.

We need your help and support, any bit will help, please join us at
the AGM or if you can’t make it there, contact our Secretary.
We look forward to seeing/hearing from you soon

Unfortunately I am the bearer of bad news. I
have mentioned in the past that we as a group
were only just surviving by the skin of our
teeth. At the recent committee meeting 50%
of the committee stated that it is their intention to stand down from the committee, for
various reasons, at the up-coming AGM. This
basically means that we will not have enough
committee members to survive. We urgently
need new members and officers to join the
committee. If no one comes forward we will
be left with no alternative other than to windup the group. I am one of those whose intention it is to resign. I personally feel that after
25 years I have “done my bit”. The commitment shown by those that are resigning comes

to a total of around 100 years +. That in my
book shows dedication above and beyond.
It will be a very sad day should we have to
finish as our group was one of the first to be
established over 50 years ago. I’m sure you
will agree that you have all benefited over the
years from the driving guidance that you were
given by the group so maybe it’s time to give
something back to save the group. There are
3 to 4 committee meetings a year so it does
not involve hours of sitting in meetings.
There will be nomination forms within this
newsletter so please, consider putting your
name forward and save YOUR group.
Many thanks. Kind regards
Irene M. Dover, Chairman

Committee

be honest it felt rather slow, until you’ve driven at this speed it’s hard to explain how
much more switched on you become. I’ve
always considered myself switched on whilst
driving especially as I’m a driving instructor,
but this was at a level very rarely experienced
with focal and limit points being used to the
n’th degree. I was very regularly getting
passed by the usual suspects, BMW’s, Audi’s,
Golf r’s and the occasional Porsche one I
reckoned was doing maybe 160. He was gone
out of view in seconds. My journey passed by
Stuttgart then onto Ulm all very quickly and
without much to report, just the flashing past
me of the standard German automobile. The
final stretch of the day was the very quiet and
unrestricted autobahn heading towards
Fussen. now it’s time to see what the Italian
car has got, or as I found it, what I can do!
Got the car wound up to just under 140mph
that’s 2 miles per 50 seconds, I just couldn’t
go any faster, unless you’ve experienced
these speeds it’s very hard to put into words,
the concentration needed.

Ken Twentyman - 01768 865979
Peter Harney - 07960 093460

Our stop off was reached, fantastic hotel and
breakfast was had.

peter.harney@jacobs.com

Next day, early start, mountain pass roads
were waiting for us today only about 210
miles planned, but not a clue as to the beauty
of some of the roads which lay ahead of us
for the day. The Fern Pass just into Austria
was our first of the day, a gentle pass but all
the motorway traffic now travelling on a single road, as it’s physically not possible to
build a motorway up a mountain. This made
this part of the journey extremely slow. We
then headed towards our “main event” onto
Sölden then onto Obergurgl, finally we
reached the toll booth at Hochgurgl, after 6
years waiting for the opportunity, it was
open. What an amazing road, steep, sharp
bends, sheer drops, views to die for, and that
meant literally. Still we climbed reaching a
summit of 2509m roughly the same height of
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3 Skiddaw mountains, a stop off was needed
to take in this magnificent scenery. Our journey recommenced and we entered Italy,
straight away the road surface changed, very
bumpy and poorly maintained plus narrow.
Won’t forget going around one hair pin bend
and looking straight at me - a service bus,
filling the road, that was tight! An hour’s descent was required from such a height.

Our journey then took us onto a road that
totally blew us away; we thought the road we
had been on was to be our highlight, but no.
Even better views and roads were to follow,
our journey was winding East now the Leonardo Pass then onto Ortesei, Cortina and
finishing for the day in Pieve di Cadore, if
anyone is looking for some amazing scenic,
challenging roads to drive this would be my
first choice, absolutely stunning roads. The
car and more importantly the family were
doing great, couldn’t believe how easy the
limited slip differential made the mountain
pass driving. It was a glide round the bends
and with so much torque at my disposal, the
car made very easy work of the steep inclines
given the car had a full load. The fuel was of
concern prior to our departure from the U.K.
as not sure what the car mpg would be, given
the extra work needed, but I was extremely
happy with the 40mpg on the mountain
climbing parts of the drive and 64 mpg average on the motorway. The next day saw our
trip head south over the Cibania Pass, and
down onto the Adriatic coast and Venice. (To
be continued)
Bruce Brookes-Tee

Myself, wife and son aged 5 looked forward
to our summer break with great anticipation,
but nervous of the long distances involved on
some days due to holiday time restrictions.
The trip planned was to the amazing city of
Venice in Italy, taking in some of the best
drives and scenic views possible in Europe.
On a previous trip 6 years prior, we had tried
to drive on the Hochgurgl Pass which passes
between Austria and Italy only to find it open
and 2 months of the year July and August
with a driving altitude height of 2509m. I can
understand how it is only open for such a
short period each year, but unfortunately, we
arrived there one week prior to its summer
opening.

So, our trip was planned and organised, ensuring our travel would coincide with the
pass being open, in addition our little lad is
now old enough to sit for long enough in the
car too, and a new car was also to be used
for this mammoth 3200-mile round trip. Our
car, the new Alfa Romeo Giulia a 2.2 litre
diesel rear wheel drive engine car (my first
ever rear wheel drive car) I had decided to
have the car with a limited slip differential,
knowing this will come in handy on the
mountain passes’ twisty roads.

Over the months leading up to the trip, maps
and internet reviews were consulted and
finally a route was planned; hotels, a must
when travelling with a child; Euro tunnel all
booked; got to say we love the euro tunnel,
so easy and very quick.
So, the end of the school term was closing in
and our trip was looming, so final packing
and last-minute arrangements made, car
checked over and even a new set of rear
tyres fitted, not knowing how the car would
use its tyres as didn’t want to chance the tyre
wear whilst away.
The day arrived when the first part of the trip
to Folkestone was made pretty effortlessly
considering the south of England is usually a
long tedious procession at best.
Arrived in Calais, ready to set off the next
morning on a rather long journey of around
700 miles. The drive would take us through
Lille, Namur then onto Luxembourg to our
lunch break and fill up, and with diesel there
at €1.09 (95p per litre). I squeezed every last
drop into the tank I could get into it, we then
headed south east over the border into Germany. Got to be honest I was quite looking
forward to this part of the trip, just as much
as the impending mountain passes. The autobahn!! Did my homework on the this and
found out only 25% have a unrestricted
speed limit? So finally I could see or experience what the Alfa really had to offer, done
these before but never in car with a top
speed at my disposal, it cruised up to 80mph
then it was if a switch had been turned on,
the 490 Newton’s of torque kicked in, the
steering and suspension became firm in dynamic mode, very soon 100mph was being
achieved, then 110, then 120, had to take
stock that my family was with me, and eased
off back down to 100 mph again, and got to

I have received in this morning’s post my new IAM card which
states that in October I will have been
a member for 50 years.

good and safe but that things had
changed quite a bit since 1968, particularly car design and recommended
that I have some further drives with
Matt. I must say that when I took the
test 50 years back you had to double
de-clutch to change gears and we
used to have a lever in the middle
called a ‘Hand-Brake’!!

Unfortunately, because of business,
family, grandchildren and great
grandchildren, plus personal hobbies
such as Ski Instructing, Paragliding
and playing Trombone in a couple of
bands---I have never had the time to I have had a further 3 drives with
join the local PAKAM branch---until Matt who has been an excellent tutor
recently.
and Observer and I have learnt such a
A couple of months ago, I realised lot about modern technology of cars
that it was coming up to 50 years and the present way of driving to Adsince I passed the exam and became vanced Standards. In a couple of
weeks I am being given the honour
a proud member of the Institute of
Advanced Motorists, so I decided to of having another drive with Chief
see if my driving was still up to the Observer Terry, to see if I am now
standard required to show the Badge driving for 2018 and not for 1968!!
on my car.

Hopefully I will now find time in my
I got in touch with Secretary Andy still hectic diary to attend PAKAM
meetings.
Ramsden who quickly arranged for
me to go out for an observed drive If there are other elderly members
with Terry Simpkin, the Chief Observ- who have not had a recent Observed
er for PAKAM, along with his Trainee Drive, perhaps I could encourage
Observer, Matt Wilson.
them to have a go----nothing to lose ,
At the end of that drive they both felt but everything to gain.
that, yes, my driving was still very

John R Lowther

Penrith & Kendal Advanced Motorists
hereby give notice of the Groups

Annual General Meeting
on

Monday 19th November 2018
@ 20:00
Crooklands Hotel Crookland
Kendal LA7 7NW
Refreshments will be served so please
help us by confirming your attendance to
chiefobserver@pakam.org.uk
by 14th November
The evening will include a presentation by

Blood Bikes Cumbria

Treasurer, Mr. Ian Beattie
describing their work undertaken
to support our NHS

are prepared to come up to Lancaster
to meet test candidates, but anyone
starting the AD test from there, be
prepared to go south down the M6
and do the test in in the Preston/
Fylde area.

So another successful period in that
we have had two more test passes
both of those have been F1RST’s. So
Congratulations go to Sarah Griggs
(Observer Huston Clements) and John We have a Young Driver AD proBaxendale (Observer Bob Milloy).
gramme funded by Highways EngI was looking back over the Group’s land, which has been mentioned in
advanced driving test record since earlier newsletters. The take up has
PANLAM AND KASLAM were merged been slow, with only one candidate
nearly three years ago. We have so far. If you have a relative or friend
achieved 43 AD test passes, of which who is, or has offspring, that are 1711 have been F1RST’s. I think that is a 24 and live in Cumbria, then they can
pretty good achievement, not only by take the Advanced Driver course
our Associates, but also by the Ob- effectively free of charge. If they regservers who dedicate so much of their ister for it through Andy Ramsden,
time to making sure the Associates Group Secretary, they would pay the
are well prepared to achieve these £149.00 for the course, as normal,
results.
but on successfully passing the test,
I would like to thank all the Observer the £149.00 would be refunded to
Team for their work and for the sup- them in full. For full details please
port they give the Group. It is a Team contact Andy on
effort as recently demonstrated
where an Observer has had to take a
three month break for business reasons, but the rest of the Team have
reshuffled their commitments and
kept all the Associates progressing
their Advanced Driver Courses.
The problem of advanced test locations for Associates living in the LA1
to LA7 postcodes of our Group’s area,
seems to have been resolved following a meeting with Steve Ellis, iAMRS
Area Service Delivery Manager for our
region. We have two Examiners who

secretary@pakam.org.uk
I am pleased to say that I have had a
positive response from a Member
who is interested in becoming an Observer and who lives in the Penrith
area. That doesn’t mean I am going to
relax and not ask for more. So if you
are interested in actively supporting
the Group and contributing to road
safety in Cumbria, please get in touch
with me on
chiefobserver@pakam.org.uk
See you all at the A.G.M.

Terry Simpkin Chief Observer

